[The value of marker antigens TPS, SCC and CEA in diagnosis, evaluation of histologic type and clinical disease progression in patients with cervical carcinoma].
Pretreatment values TPS, SCC and CEA were measured in 84 patients with cervical carcinoma in order to evaluate the usefulness of markers in diagnosis, estimation of the histological type, estimation of stage of disease and grade of cellular differentiation. TPS was raised in 78.4%, SCC was raised in 71.8% and CEA was raised in 32.4% patients with cervical carcinoma. The frequency of increased results and absolute value of TPS and SCC levels showed tendency to significant increase with the stage of disease and to the grade of cellular differentiation. The highest sensitivities TPS and SCC were observed in patients with carcinoma planoepitheliale macrocellulare akeratodes, CEA in adenocarcinoma clarocellulare. These results suggest that TPS especially in the combination with SCC may be useful in the diagnosis and estimation of stage of disease of patients with cervical carcinoma.